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PROJECT

The application of natural stone on projects requires a 
team of specialized architects and civil engineers. HAZ 
Marble has the technical staff to provide this service.

The design departments located in Turkey, United Arab    
Emirates, Egypt, Qatar and United Kingdom constitute its   
capacity for the preparation of shop drawings, cutting 
sheets and the scheduling of the stone panels and fixing 
systems required for the stone application projects. 

Principle architectural drawings are used to prepare the 
shop drawings for designing the natural stone      
installation. Suitable thickness and sizes of panels are 
determined according to the specifications of the project.

After the design of the natural stone has been made, 
details of the fixing systems for the installation of the     
stone panels are prepared. During this process, the 
positioning of the anchors on walls and the pin holes on 
the panels are determined and positioned.

Shop drawings are prepared showing every detail of the 
natural stone installation area in order to organize the 
installation works.



 

PRODUCTION

Gramerit was established in 1982 and is located in     

companies in 1992.

Gramerit was united with HAZ Marble in 2007 and 
provides high quality production of natural stone     
panels. 

The HAZ Group of companies supplies some of its 
projects both abroad and in Turkey with cut to size 
natural stone from Gramerit factory.

Gramerit also exports a significant amount with regard 
to its 350.000 M2 yearly production capacity.Gramerit 
and HAZ Marble has united to form HAZ- Gramerit 
which is managed by HAZ Marble and the trademark 
continues to exist.

The factory has been fully refurbished to meet the 
ever increasing demands of HAZ projects around the 
world, and the demands of its clients.

HAZ Gramerit boasts Pedrini machines from Italy and 
possess the latest technology in stone production.

HAZ Gramerit has the resources to supply and 
produce any type of stone from Turkey from partner 
quarries according to the specifications of the       
project. 



INSTALLATION

HAZ Marble stands ready to provide services for the 
installation of natural stone works and site 
management works for the following areas.

HAZ Marble has the resources to mobilize for any 

to Turkish and local installers, HAZ Marble has a 
capacity of installing 200.000 square meters of stone 
cladding annually.

The company has experience in taking responsibility 
of projects which are over 100.000 square meters in 
size and have successfully completed the works in 
the stipulated time without compromising quality. 

HAZ Marble has a reputation for delivering what it    
promises and prides itself on being a reliable 
contractor among their prospective clients.



CONSULTANCY

HAZ Marble shares the responsibility for    making 
the correct choice of natural stone and the correct 
method of attachment with the architects and 
developers on any project.

It is the company objective to offer its    knowledge 
and share the vast experience in the field of natural 
stone construction with its clients.

HAZ Marble’s experience since 1978, and the           
trained personnel are specialists in providing 
proposals and advice to meet the demands of each 
project.

systems through to the final execution of the stone 
works,  HAZ Marble will contribute the knowledge 
and experience the company possesses, in order to 
do the job perfectly.

HAZ Marble has a worldwide network of quarry 
owners, stone manufacturers and designers    
together with whom they will work to source the 
material required for a particular project. 
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